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Abstract—Dataflow programming is a paradigm for describing
stream processing algorithms in a manner that naturally exposes
their concurrency and makes the resulting programs readily
implementable on highly parallel architectures.
Dataflow programs are graph structured, with nodes representing computational kernels that process the data flowing
over the edges. There are two major families of languages for
the kernels: process languages and languages for dataflow with
firing. While processes tend to be easier to write, the additional
structure provided by the dataflow-with-firing style increases the
analyzability of dataflow programs and supports more efficient
implementation techniques.
This paper seeks to combine these benefits in a principled
manner by constructing a family of translations from a process
language to dataflow with firing. In order to formally relate these
descriptions, we first introduce a notion of firing to the semantics
of Kahn processes, which allows us to give a precise definition of
equivalence between programs written in these different styles.
Then we introduce a family of translations between them and
and show that they retain meaning of a program. The presented
language and its translation has been implemented in a compiler
for the dataflow programming language CAL.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dataflow programming is a graph-based programming
model, where the nodes perform computation on the data
that flow over the edges. In the dataflow models we use in
this paper, the edges represent buffered, lossless and orderpreserving channels. Nodes may have local state variables
that are updated throughout the execution, but there are no
mutable state variables that are shared between nodes. All
communication is done by sending data items (tokens) over
the channels.
Dataflow programs exhibit a lot of concurrency, because
each node can execute independently of the other nodes
whenever it has data to process. It also tends to create small
modules with few dependencies, which is good for modularity.
There are two major families of languages for expressing the
computation in the nodes—process languages and languages
for dataflow with firing. Process languages, such as that of
Kahn [1], describe the computation in the nodes as sequential
programs that explicitly read and write on the channels. Languages for dataflow with firing are instead structured around
the concept of a firing, typically describing a set of actions
that can be fired upon given conditions, where each action
has a known number of tokens it consumes and produces.

process SumN() X, N =⇒ Sum :
n; sum; x;
repeat
N −→ n;
sum := 0;
while n > 0 do
X −→ x;
sum := sum + x;
n := n - 1;
end
Sum ←− sum;
end
end
Fig. 1. A process that computes the sum of n tokens.

The difference in how the languages are structured affects how
common idioms are expressed—where process languages can
use if and while statements to control the execution, languages
for dataflow with firing use the firing conditions of the actions
to achieve the same control flow.
Figure 1 and 2 show a program that computes the sum of
n tokens, both as a Kahn process and as dataflow with firing.
The process version is arguably much simpler, because the
control flow better follows the text of the program.
Dataflow programming languages are often associated with
a particular execution model or a few different models. Kahn
processes, for example, are typically executed using threads
or with demand-driven cooperative scheduling, as described
in [2], and this paper introduces another execution model for
Kahn processes. For dataflow with firing, there are several
execution models that take advantage of the firings to create
an efficient implementation.
Synchronous dataflow [3] is a model where the number of
tokens an actor consumes and produces is the same in every
firing. For programs written in this model and for a slightly
more general model called cyclo-static dataflow [4], a schedule
can be completely determined at compile-time, removing the
need for scheduling decisions at runtime. However, not all
parts of a program need to be cyclo-static or synchronous dataflow to take advantage of these implementation techniques, as
demonstrated in [5] for StreamIt, and in [6] for C AL. Also, [7]
and [8] show in two different ways that actors with dynamic
token rates can be composed, effectively creating a semi-static

actor SumN() X, N =⇒ Sum :
n; sum;
start: action N:[nbr] =⇒
do
sum := 0;
n := nbr;
end
add: action X:[x] =⇒
guard n > 0
do
sum := sum + x;
n := n - 1;
end
done: action =⇒ Sum:[sum]
guard n <= 0 end
schedule Start:
Start (start) −→ Sum;
Sum (add) −→ Sum;
Sum (done) −→ Start;
end
end
Fig. 2. An actor that computes the sum of n tokens.

schedule of the composed actors. Section VI-A discusses a few
implementations of dataflow with firing, comparing them to a
traditional process implementation.
There are also other benefits of the firing semantics. One
is the possibility to record traces of the action firings and
create a dependency graph between the firings of a particular
execution. In [9], such traces are used to guide the choice of
implementation parameters in a design space exploration of a
dataflow program.
In this paper we combine the simplicity of processes with
the benefits of having them represented as dataflow with firing
by designing a Kahn process language with a translation to
dataflow with firing. The main contributions of this paper are
the translation from the Kahn process language to dataflow
with firing, and a way of expressing action firings in the
denotational semantics of Kahn processes. Additionally, we
elaborate on how the Kahn process source program can be
transformed to the recursive functions of its denotational
semantics—a detail that is only sketched by Kahn [1].
This paper continues in section II and III with some background on Kahn processes, the process model that we have
chosen to implement, and then a short introduction to C AL,
the target language of the translation. Section IV introduces
a process language whose translation to C AL is presented in
section V. Section VI discusses the language design and the
translation to dataflow with firing. Related work is discussed
in section VII, and finally, section VIII concludes the paper.
II. P ROCESS M ODEL
The process model we use in this paper is the one of
Kahn [1], often referred to as Kahn process networks. A
process is described as a sequential program that can communicate with other processes via blocking reads and non-

blocking writes on channels. Kahn showed that a network
of such processes always produces the same values on the
channels, irrespective of how their executions are interleaved.
A. Semantics
The semantics of Kahn processes have been described in [1],
and its details are beyond the scope of this paper. We will,
however, discuss some of its building blocks to show the
correctness of the translations we are presenting in this paper.
The semantics is denotational rather than operational, and
the processes are described as functions on sequences of
values. The sequences may be of finite or denumerably infinite
length. There is a complete partial order on sequences called
the prefix order v, with a v b if and only if a is the initial
segment of b. The functions that describe the processes must
be monotonic on this partial order, meaning a v b ⇒ f (a) v
f (b). Another way to describe prefix monotonicity is that if
such a function applied to sequence a yields the result r, and
the same function is applied to sequence b that starts with a,
then the result will start with r. The monotonicity describes
an important property of the execution of processes, viz. that a
process cannot change the output it has already produced. The
functions must also be Scott-continuous, which on the prefix
order means that in addition to being monotonic, a function
may not depend on whether an input sequence is finite or
infinite. Kahn processes are by construction Scott-continuous
functions.
A network of processes is described as an equation system
where the data on the communication channels are variables
and the processes are continuous functions over these variables. The semantics of the program is the smallest solution
to the equation system with respect to the prefix order.
This solution is unique and can be computed, or if infinite,
arbitrarily well approximated, with fixed point iteration. A
consequence of the solution being unique is that the execution
order of the processes cannot affect the data they produce.
III. C AL
C AL [10] is a language for describing actors of dataflow
with firing, originally developed as part of the Ptolemy project
[11]. A variant of C AL has been standardized by MPEG in
ISO/IEC 23001-4:2014 for describing video codecs.
An actor consists of ports, state, actions and additional
constraints on when actions can be fired. Figure 2 shows an
actor written in C AL. It has three actions, tagged with start,
add and done. Two of the actions also have a guard, i.e. a
boolean expression that must be true for the action to fire. The
actions are also, in this example, constrained by an action
schedule—a finite state machine that controls which actions
can be fired.
C AL can express computation that is not possible using
Kahn processes, namely actors that are not monotonic on the
prefix order or not even deterministic. The Merge actor in
figure 3 is an example of a non-deterministic actor. It takes a
token either from port X or port Y and puts its value on Z.

actor Merge() X, Y =⇒ Z :
action X:[v] =⇒ Z:[v] end
action Y:[v] =⇒ Z:[v] end
end

entity = "process" identifier "(" parameters ")"
ports "==>" ports ":"
{declaration}
process
"end".

Fig. 3. Non-deterministic merge actor
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Fig. 4. An overview of the transformations presented in this paper.

process = ("repeat" | "begin") {statement} "end".
statement = if | while | read | write | assignment.
if = "if" expression "then" {statement}
["else" {statement}] "end".
while = "while" expression "do" {statement} "end".

IV. P ROCESS L ANGUAGE
In this section we describe a small language for writing
Kahn processes, which we in the next section translate to
dataflow with firing. Figure 4 shows an overview of the
transformations that are performed on the processes. We will
refer to this figure for each transformation we introduce.

read = identifier "-->" identifier ";".
write = identifier "<--" expression ";".
assignment = identifier ":=" expression ";".
Fig. 5. Simplified grammar of a process language

A. Language Grammar
The grammar of the language is shown in figure 5. Some
parts of the grammar are not described in this paper, namely
expression, identifier and type, and for those productions we use the corresponding productions from the C AL
language report [10]. The process example in figure 1 is
written in this language, and later in the paper, there are a
few more examples.
A process begins with the keyword process followed
by the name of the process. Then follows a list of formal
parameters in parentheses, and the actual parameters for these
are bound at compile time, when instantiating the dataflow
graph. After the parameter list comes the input and output
port declarations. These are also bound to the communication
channels when instantiating the graph.
The body of the process starts with a list of variable
declarations, followed by the process description. The process description is either repeated, indicated by the repeat
keyword, or just executed once, in case the begin keyword
is used. The statements in the process description is what the
process executes at runtime.
There are five kinds of statements of which three of them are
known from many other imperative programming languages: if
statements, while loops and assignments. The read and write
statements are central for the semantics of Kahn processes.
The read statements look like this
Port −→ variable

and reads one token from Port, which must be an input port,
and assigns the value to variable. The read is blocking,
which means that the execution will not proceed unless there

is a token available. The write statements, however, are nonblocking and look like this
Port ←− expression

The expression is evaluated and the value is written to Port,
which must be an output port.
B. Semantics
The semantics of this language is the semantics of Kahn
processes, as described in [1], where the processes are viewed
as functions on sequences. We use [v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ] to denote a
sequence of n elements, and [v1 , v2 , . . .] to denote a sequence
of infinite length. Concatenation, denoted X.Y , is the sequence
that starts with X and continues with Y , or just X if X is
infinite. We use [ ] to denote an empty sequence.
The first step towards describing a process as a function
on sequences is to describe it as a flowchart with one node
in the flowchart per statement. This step is labelled A in the
overview in figure 4.
The read and write statements are represented by input/output nodes (parallelograms). Assignments are represented by
process nodes (rectangles). The branching statements if and
while are represented by groups of nodes: one decision node
(diamond) for the condition test, one subchart for each alternative execution path, and a connection node (small circle) where
the control flow converges. Entry points and exit points are
represented by terminal nodes (rounded rectangles), labeled
start and stop, respectively.
The flowchart is then translated to a function on sequences.
This is transformation B in the overview in figure 4. The

denotational semantics of Kahn processes is defined on this
form, and Kahn refers to the methods of McCarthy [12] on
how to do the translation.
Each node in the flowchart is translated to a function that
refers to its successor nodes for the continued execution. The
functions are parameterized by the state variables and input
streams. For simplicity, we only consider one state variable v,
one input sequence X and one output sequence, but later we
generalize this to tuples. A start node start initializes the state
of the process,
start(v, X) = next(v 0 , X)

process Delay () X =⇒ Y :
v := 0;
repeat
Y ←− v;
X −→ v;
end
end
Fig. 6. A process describing the unit delay.
start
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where v 0 is the initial value of v and next represents the
successor node in the flowchart. A stop node stop represents
the end of the execution and is therefore the empty sequence.

2

Y ←− v;

3

X −→ v;

stop(v, X) = [ ]
Fig. 7. A flowchart of the Delay process in figure 6 with numbered nodes.

A connection node conn is defined as its successor next and
can be omitted. An assignment node is defined as
assign(v, X) = next(f (v), X)
where f computes the new value of v and next is the successor
node. A conditional node, cond has two possible successor
nodes, true and false, and is defined as
(
true(v, X), if p(v)
cond (v, X) =
false(v, X), otherwise
where p is the predicate on the state variables that is the
condition of the node. A write node write that writes a value
f (v) derived from the state to the output port is defined as
follows.
write(v, X) = [f (v)].next(v, X)
(2)
Finally, a read node that reads a token and assigns it to v is
defined as
(
next(h, T ) if X = [h].T
(3)
read (v, X) =
[]
if X = [ ]
where the execution stops if there is no token available. The
description of a process is completed by a function that hides
the state variables and is defined as the start function with any
values of the variables.
process(X) = start(⊥, X)
If a process function is constructed using only the functions
described above, the process will be monotonic on the prefix
relation, because extension of an input to the function can
only affect extensions of its output. It will also be continuous,
because the function cannot depend on the finiteness of the
sequences. The function therefore represents a Kahn process.
To generalize this to handle more state variables and input
ports and output ports, the variables can be represented by
a tuple, and the input sequences by a tuple of sequences
and the output by a tuple of sequences as well. We extend
the prefix order to tuples of sequences with (X1 , . . . , Xn ) v

(Y1 , . . . , Yn ) ⇐⇒ X1 v Y1 ∧ . . . ∧ Xn v Yn and define the concatenation operation (X1 , . . . , Xn ).(Y1 , . . . , Yn ) as
elementwise concatenation (X1 .Y1 , . . . , Xn .Yn ). The assign
function will only change one of the elements of the variable
tuple, read will only read from one of the streams to one of
the variables, and write will only add to one of the elements
of the output sequence tuple.
As an example of this translation, the Delay in figure 6
is first transformed to the flowchart in figure 7. The nodes of
this flowchart are numbered 1 to 3, which corresponds to the
functions Delay 1 to Delay 3 . These functions are defined as
described above.
Delay 1 (v, X) = Delay 2 (0, X)

by (1)

Delay 2 (v, X) = [v].Delay 3 (v, X)
(
Delay 2 (h, T ) if X = [h].T
Delay 3 (v, X) =
[]
if X = [ ]

by (2)
by (3)

The process is defined as follows.
Delay(X) = Delay 1 (⊥, X)
We can now simplify function Delay 3 by substituting Delay 2
(
[h].Delay 3 (h, T ) if X = [h].T
Delay 3 (v, X) =
[]
if X = [ ]
Now we can see that Delay 3 is equivalent to its X argument
and further simplify it to
Delay 3 (v, X) = X
Similarly we can simplify Delay by substituting Delay 1 and
then Delay 2 and then finally Delay 3 and get the following.
Delay(X) = [0].X
This definition is a very compact description of the process
that captures the essence of the unit delay.

X
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Y

Fig. 8. A cyclic dataflow program with the Delay process.

Figure 8 shows a small cyclic network with one Delay
process. The corresponding equation system in the semantics
of Kahn processes is
(
Y = Delay(X)
(4)
X = Y.
In general, there are several solutions to the equation systems
of Kahn process networks, but the smallest solution with
respect to the prefix order is what defines the semantics. In
this case, the smallest solution to the equation system in (4)
has an output sequence that is an infinite sequence of zeros:
Y = [0, 0, 0, . . .].
V. T RANSLATION TO DATAFLOW WITH FIRING
The translation from process to dataflow with firing is done
in three steps. (The corresponding labels from figure 4 are
shown in parentheses.)
1) Construct a flowchart of the process. (A)
2) Group nodes in the flowchart into actions. (C)
3) Create a dataflow actor from the actions. (D)
The first step makes it easier to reason about the statements
in the code. The second step cannot be done arbitrarily
without the risk of changing the semantics of the program.
We therefore show how this step can be performed without
changing what the process computes by making sure that the
result of B and B’ in figure 4 are the same. In the third step,
we take a process with actions and create a C AL actor with
the same control flow.
A. Grouping nodes into actions
A dataflow actor is executed in atomic steps, called action
firings. An action can only be fired if its conditions are
fulfilled. We call these firing conditions. The tokens that an
action reads, for example, must be present in order to fire. It
also means that the number of tokens that an action requires
must be known before firing that action. Typically, but not
necessarily, it is even known at compile-time.
An example of a possible action is a chain of read, write and
assignment nodes in the flowchart. Because a chain only has
one possible control flow, where each statement is executed
exactly once, the number of tokens that will be consumed
and produced by executing a chain is known at compiletime. However, an action grouping is not correct just because
it contains valid actions. It must also represent the same
sequence-function.
To determine if a process with its statements grouped to
actions is equivalent to the original process, we add action
firing to the functions on sequences and check if the function
is still the same. Referring to figure 4, we check that the results
of B and B’ are the same.

If an action a is a sequence of statements that start with s
and reads n tokens from X, then the atomicity is modeled as
(
s(v, X) if X = [h1 , . . . , hn ].T
(5)
a(v, X) =
[]
otherwise.
The execution "continues" only when the input sequence X
is long enough to execute the whole sequence of statements.
The definition in (5) can be generalized to handle more than
one input sequence by adding more firing conditions.
As an example, we use the Delay process in figure 6 and
its corresponding flowchart in figure 7. Let the write statement
of node 2 together with the read statement of node 3 be an
action. The requirement for this action to fire is that X has at
least one element, because of the read statement. The effect
of making an action of statement 2 and 3 is that the write
will not be executed unless there is a token available for the
read. To show that this translation is incorrect, we construct
the function that corresponds to this translated process.
Delay 0 (X) = Delay 01 (⊥, X)
Delay 01 (v, X) = Delay 0a (0, X)
(
Delay 02 (v, X) if X = [h].T
Delay 0a (v, X) =
[]
if X = [ ]
Delay 02 (v, X) = [v].Delay 03 (v, X)
(
Delay 0a (h, T ) if X = [h].T
Delay 03 (v, X) =
[]
if X = [ ]

by (1)
by (5)
by (2)
by (3)

This set of functions differs from the Delay functions in
the following two ways. Delay 0 contains a function Delay 0a
that describes the atomicity of Delay 02 and Delay 03 , and all
references to Delay 2 are instead references to Delay 0a .
A translation is correct only if its function is equivalent to
the original function. If we apply Delay and Delay 0 to the
empty sequence
Delay([ ]) = [0]
Delay 0 ([ ]) = Delay 01 (⊥, [ ]) = Delay 0a (0, [ ]) = [ ]
we see that the translation is incorrect.
B. Action grouping schemes
We will present a series of action grouping schemes that
yield correct translations from processes to dataflow with
firing. We only consider grouping schemes that group chains of
statement nodes, i.e. sequences of read, write and assignment
statements. The condition nodes are translated to their own
actions without any firing conditions that only designate its
successor action in the execution.
There is a trivial action grouping that is always correct, that
is the grouping where each statement becomes its own action.
In this grouping, only the actions with a read statement will
have a firing condition. This condition is also the same as the
condition of the read statement itself. Let a be the action with
one read statement r,
X −→ v;

whose successor is n.
(
r(v, X)
a(v, X) =
[]
(
n(h, T )
r(v, X) =
[]

if X = [h].T
if X = [ ]
if X = [h].T
if X = [ ]

We can see that a = r. For an action a with a write or
assignment statement s, the action is equal to the statement,
because the action has no firing condition.
(
s(v, X) always
a(v, X) =
[]
never

This grouping results in very fine grained actions, but
dataflow actors are usually not written in this way, firstly
because it is very tedious to write that many actions, secondly
because it is usually not necessary, and thirdly because it is
usually more efficient to write fewer and larger actions. The
actions need to be scheduled, either at compile time or at
runtime, and the more actions to schedule, the more time
it tends to take. For these reasons, we study some grouping
schemes with larger actions as well.
1) Regular expressions on sequences of statements.: To
describe different grouping schemes, we use regular expressions over sequences of statements. Let r, w and a denote
the set of read, write or assignment statement, respectively.
Alternation is denoted x|y which is the union of all sequences
in x and y. Concatenation xy is the set of sequences that
are concatenations of a sequence in x with a sequence in y.
The Kleene star x∗ represents concatenation of any number
of sequences in x, including zero sequences. As an example,
the expression (r|a)∗ denotes any sequence of read and
assignment statements.
2) Actions with only writes and assignments.: If sequences
of write and assignment statements, (w|a)∗ , are grouped to
actions, the resulting function of the action will be identical
to the function of the statements. Write and assignment
statements do not read any tokens, and the action will therefore
have no conditions. Let s be the first statement in a sequence
in (w|a)∗ , followed by the rest of the process, and a be an
action with these statements.
(
s(v, X) always
a(v, X) =
[]
never

Action a is trivially equal to statements s.
3) Actions with only reads and assignments.: If sequences
of read and assignment statements, (r|a)∗ , are grouped to
actions, the resulting function will have conditions on the
lengths of the sequences corresponding to the number of read
statements for each stream. Assume the read statements of an

action a reads n tokens from X, the action will then be defined
as
(
s(v, X) if X = [h1 , . . . , hn ].T
a(v, X) =
[]
otherwise,
where s represents the execution starting at the first statement
in the action. Since the statements of the action doesn’t
produce any output, we know that when the sequence is shorter
than what all statements read, the output is empty.
∀k < n. s(v, [x1 , . . . , xk ]) = [ ]
That is also true for the action.
∀k < n. a(v, [x1 , . . . , xk ]) = [ ]
When the sequences, however, are long enough for all the read
statements of the action, we get the following.
∀k ≥ n. a(v, [x1 , . . . , xk ]) = s(v, [x1 , . . . , xk ])
Both when the inputs are sufficiently long and when they are
not, the action represents the same function as its statements.
4) Actions with reads and assignments and then writes
and assignments.: The two regular expressions above can
be combined to (r|a)∗ (w|a)∗ , accepting first reads and assignments and then writes and assignments. To study what
affect this action has on the function, we first study the
case with two consecutive actions a1 with statements from
(r|a)∗ and a2 with statements from (w|a)∗ . As we have seen
earlier, action a1 requires all tokens that it reads to be present
before proceeding, and action a2 does not require anything
to continue. An action a that contains the statements of a1
followed by a2 , will have the same conditions as a1 , because
a2 does not have any conditions. The function that represents
a will therefore be identical to the function that represents
a1 followed by a2 . To illustrate this, assume the simple case
with one read statement r followed by one write statement w
followed by another statement n. First, we make actions ar
of r and aw of w. The functions for this now looks like the
following.
(
r(v, X) if X = [h].T
ar (v, X) =
[]
if X = [ ]
(
aw (h, T ) if X = [h].T
r(v, X) =
[]
if X = [ ]
aw (v, X) = w(v, X)
w(v, X) = [v].s(v, X)
The important part is that aw will be the same for all groupings
in (w|a)∗ , making it possible to use w directly wherever aw
is used and eliminate aw .
(
r(v, X) if X = [h].T
ar (v, X) =
[]
if X = [ ]
(
w(h, T ) if X = [h].T
r(v, X) =
[]
if X = [ ]
w(v, X) = [v].s(v, X)

If instead we make one action a of both r and w we get the
same functions.
(
r(v, X) if X = [h].T
a(v, X) =
[]
if X = [ ]
(
w(h, T ) if X = [h].T
r(v, X) =
[]
if X = [ ]
w(v, X) = [v].s(v, X)
Grouping statements by (r|a)∗ (w|a)∗ to actions preserves the
semantics of the process.
C. Translation to dataflow actor
From the flowcharts with actions, the translation to dataflow
with firing (transformation D in figure 4) is quite straightforward. We use C AL as the target language for this last step, and
we explain the translation with the SumN process in figure 1
and the actions of figure 9
When the actions of a process are identified, they are
translated to C AL actions that perform the same task, and each
action gets a unique action tag. We call these actions statement
actions. From the grouping in figure 9, the following actions
are constructed.

schedule A :
A (a) −→ D;
D (d_true) −→ B;
D (d_false) −→ C;
B (b) −→ D;
C (c) −→ A;
end

The execution starts in state A with action a that reads how
many numbers should be summed, and continues to state D.
In D, there are two actions, one that can be executed when
n > 0 and another action otherwise. Depending on which of
the two is fired, the execution proceeds to either B or C. State B
represents the body of the loop and when action b is fired the
execution proceeds with the loop condition in state D again.
After the loop, in state C, action c is executed an the output
is produced. The execution then continues in state A to start
a new summation.
The start node of the flowchart corresponds to the variable
initialization of the process, and this is just copied to the
resulting actor. This example does not have any stop node, but
stop nodes are represented by states in the schedule without
any transitions that leaves them.
The end result is not as polished as the handwritten C AL
version in figure 2, but it is not far from it.

a:
action N:[temp] =⇒
do
n := temp;
sum := 0;
end

start

N −→ n;

b:
action X:[temp] =⇒
do
x := temp;
sum := sum + x;
n := n - 1;
end

a:
sum := 0;

c:

Sum ←− sum;

n > 0
false

c:
action =⇒ Sum:[sum] end

true
X −→ x;

From the decision node, two actions are constructed, one
that can be fired when the condition is true, and one when the
condition is false. We call these pairs of condition actions.
Note that these actions neither consume nor produce any
tokens.
d_true:
action =⇒
guard
n > 0
end
d_false:
action =⇒
guard
not (n > 0)
end

Finally, an action schedule is created to ensure that the actor
has the same control flow as the original process. The schedule
will have one state for each statement action, and one state
for each pair of condition actions. The transitions are then
constructed to reflect the control flow of the process.

b:

sum := sum + x;

n := n - 1;

Fig. 9. Flowchart of the SumN process in figure 1 with an example grouping.

VI. D ISCUSSION
A. Implementation efficiency
Even though this paper is not about efficient implementations of dataflow with firing, its existence is highly relevant
for this work. Some restricted classes of dataflow with firing,
such as synchronous dataflow and cyclo-static dataflow are
well known for their efficient implementation techniques, but
even dynamic dataflow can be efficienly implemented. To
demonstrate the efficiency compared to a traditional process
implementation, we implemented the proposed language and

LFSR

Y

X

Even

Y

X

Inc

Y

X

Sum

Fig. 10. A program with four processes. LFSR is a linear feedback shift register, producing the n = 107 first numbers of a maximum length sequence of
16 bits, followed by a 0. Even filters out all odd values, forwarding only the even numbers to Inc, that increments the numbers by 1. Sum computes the
sum of all numbers until it gets a 1 (the incremented 0 at the end of the stream) and prints the sum.
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Fig. 11. Execution time of the Go program with different buffer sizes, where
0 indicates rendezvous communication.
TABLE I
E XECUTION T IME OF THE P ROGRAM IN F IGURE 10
Go (gc)
Kahn processes (Tÿcho)
Kahn processes (Tÿcho)a
Kahn processes (Tÿcho)b
C (Clang)c
a
b
c

Mean (ms)
1811.4
203.0
158.3
64.9
64.6

Standard deviation (ms)
13.6
3.7
2.8
2.5
2.8

compiled with actor merging
compiled with actor merging and buffer to variable conversion
a sequential program that computes the same result

the translation to C AL in the Tÿcho dataflow compiler and
designed a small program with four processes, depicted in
figure 10. We made two process implementations; one in our
proposed language that we compiled using the Tÿcho dataflow
compiler, and one with goroutines in Go that we compiled
using gc1 . To get an indication of how much overhead the
parallel descriptions induces in terms of scheduling and bookkeeping, we also made a sequential implementation in C that
performs the same computation using a single loop.
In the Go implementation, the size of the channels that
connects the goroutines affects the performance significantly.
Figure 11 shows the execution time for buffer sizes ranging
from 0 to 2048, where 0 means rendezvous communication.
Using large buffers in the program implemented with Tÿcho
did not result in any significant performance difference.
The Tÿcho dataflow compiler can merge actors using actor
machine composition, as described in [7], similar to what
is done with RVC-CAL actors using the Open RVC-CAL
Compiler (Orcc) in [8]. The resulting merged actor does not
need to check that state of the channels that are connected to
1 The other official Go compiler—gccgo—produced slower programs for
this example.

itself. If these self-loop channels are of size 1, they can be
replaced by variables, which is also done by Tÿcho. Table I
shows the execution time of five different implementations:
1) the Go implementation with channel sizes set to 1024,
2) the Kahn process implementation compiled with Tÿcho,
3) the Kahn process implementation compiled with Tÿcho
with actor merging,
4) the Kahn process implementation compiled with Tÿcho
with actor merging and with buffers converted to variables, and
5) the sequential C program.
The Kahn process implementations that are transformed to
dataflow with firing are clearly faster than the goroutine implementation, even without actor merging. With actor merging
and the buffer to variable transformation, the programs is as
fast as the sequential C program.
All measurements were performed on a computer with a
quad-core 2 Ghz Intel Core i7 processor running OS X, and
the sequential C program and the C programs produced by
Tÿcho were compiled with Clang using the flag -O2.
B. Program simplicity
We believe that many dataflow actors could be much simpler
described as processes, most importantly because the control
flow of a process better follows the text flow of the source
program than it would do in a dataflow-with-firing style. To
get an indication on what kinds of actors would benefit from
being expressed as processes, we have identified some patterns
commonly used in C AL actors by studying the example applications from orc-apps2 —a collection of C AL applications.
The patterns we identified are the following:
1) Actors with only one action.
2) Fixed sequences of actions in the sense that action B
always follows action A.
3) Iterative token production or consumption with an unknown number of tokens.
4) Actors that select different actions depending on the
value of a particular token or state variable.
In our opinion, pattern 1 is often clearly expressed in C AL
and we see no point in rewriting such actors in a process
style. However, expressing pattern 2, 3 and 4 is, in our opinion,
more complex in C AL than it is in our process language. Fixed
sequences of actions (pattern 2) involve at least two actions
and an action schedule. When trying to follow the control flow
of such an actor, the reader must consult the action schedule
to see in which order the actions are fired. When expressed
as a process, this pattern is simply a sequence of statements.
2 https://github.com/orcc/orc-apps

TABLE II
N UMBER OF TOKENS IN THE SOURCE CODE OF THE ACTORS AND THEIR
RESPECTIVE PROCESSES .
SyntaxParsera
Mgnt_DCSplitb
Algo_Byte2bitb
Algo_SelectMB_4c
Algo_PictureRecon. . . Sat. . . b
KeySchedulee
a
b
c
d

from
from
from
from

Actor
682
97
122
491
355
757

Proc.
412
107
81
200
255
629

Ratio
60%
110%
66%
41%
72%
83%

Patterns
2, 3, 4
1
2, 3
2, 3, 4
2, 4
2

JPEG decoder
MPEG-4 Part 2 decoder
MPEG-4 AVC decoder
AES cipher

Pattern 3 and 4 can in our process language be expressed by
(respectively) a while-loop and if-statement, but encoding
the same pattern in a C AL actor requires at least two actions
whose firing conditions only differ in a guard expression,
representing the branching condition.
A review of existing C AL applications and the feasibility
of translating them to processes is out of the scope for this
paper. We have, however, collected a few actors that use the
patterns described above and translated them to our process
language. We have not measured how readable they are, or
how well the program text follows the control flow, but since
the simplified control flow also results in smaller programs, we
have measured the size of the programs in number of source
code tokens. As the result in table II shows, the actor with only
one action (pattern 1) uses more tokens in the process version
than the actor version, but the other patterns are expressed
using fewer tokens in their process versions.
C. Language Design
The first objective of the language design is to enable programmers to write processes and have them executed as actors.
The second objective is to make it easy to use processes in
C AL programs. We have made some design choices motivated
by these objectives.
The look and feel of the language resembles C AL to a large
extent. The reason for this decision is to make it easier for C AL
programmers to start using the language. Not only does it look
like C AL, the types, statements and expressions are borrowed
from C AL as well. By representing and computing values
in the same way, the interaction between the two languages
becomes straightforward. In the larger version of the language
that is implemented in the Tÿcho dataflow compiler, the
process description is actually implemented as a new language
construct for C AL actors, rather than a separate language of
its own.
D. More general groupings
We saw in the Delay 0 example that actions that start with
writes and continue with reads are not equivalent to just
the statements themselves. There are, however, other correct
grouping schemes that recognize larger actions. The schemes
we have looked at all consist of sequences of statement nodes,
but there are examples where loops and conditionals can be

part of actions as well. If, for example, the two execution paths
of an if statement have the same read and write pattern,
they could be considered for inclusion in the same action.
The same is true for loops where no communication happens.
The grouping schemes that we have shown in this paper are
therefore not the most coarse-grained.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
A. Language
The process language we introduced makes it possible to
write dataflow programs as combinations of processes and
dataflow with firing, but it is not the first example of such
combination. StreamIt [13] is a language for Synchronous
dataflow—a flavor of dataflow with firing where the number
of tokens consumed and produced by an actor is the same
on every invocation. In version 2.1 of StreamIt the restriction
of a fixed input and output rate was lifted, effectively making
StreamIt a language for expressing both synchronous dataflow
and Kahn processes. The implementation in [5] also treats
them separately, heavily optimizing the parts with fixed token
rates and dynamically scheduling all interaction that deals with
dynamic token rates. Our approach is instead to unify the two
by translating the process to dataflow with firing. In StreamIt,
however, the filters with dynamic token rates can not in general
be translated to their current model for dataflow with firing,
synchronous dataflow, because that model is not expressive
enough.
B. Translation
In [14], Falk et al. presents a translation from Kahn
processes expressed in SystemC to dataflow with firing by
constructing a control flow graph in which all read statements
precede the write statements in the basic blocks. This is equivalent to the most general action grouping scheme presented in
this paper. The novelty of our work is the connection to the
semantics of Kahn processes to show that the action grouping
is correct.
One aspect of this work is that it enables programmers to
write programs in an imperative style and have it executed
with a different execution model that we believe is better
in many ways. Related to this, Capriccio [15] is a threading
package for C that enables programmers to write threaded code
with blocking operations, have it executed using cooperatively
scheduled coroutines and event-based operations instead of
blocking ones. Similarly, Tame [16] and the work of Adya
et al. [17] both try to unify the models of threaded with
event-driven programs, partly using program transformations
not unlike those we do.
Even though there are similarities between these systems
and ours, we believe that the challenges differ very much. One
of their main challenge is memory management for automatic
variables. That is not an issue for our language, because the
processes are essentially stack-free at the points where they
need to be. Our main challenge, on the other hand, is to make
sure that the exact semantics of Kahn processes is retained in
the translation.

In [18], Lee shows a translation from dataflow with firing
to Kahn processes, which is the reverse of our translation, and
gives conditions on when this translation is possible.
C. Process model
In this work, we use Kahn process networks as our process
model. There are other well-known process models, such as
Communicating Sequential Processes [19] or pi calculus [20].
We chose Kahn process networks over these calculi because
the communication model of Kahn process networks closely
resembles the one of dataflow with firing. Because of this similarity, several aspects of combining Kahn process networks and
dataflow with firing have already been studied. In [18], Lee
shows that a certain class of dataflow with firing is determinate
by transformation to Kahn process networks. In [21], Kienhuis
and Deprettere introduce a model for dataflow with firing that
is able to describe Kahn process networks.
When proving the equivalence of the programs before and
after action grouping, we extended the Kahn process model
with a notion of actions. There is a related model, called
Stream Based Functions [22] that instead extends a model for
dataflow with firing with the expressiveness of Kahn processes.
This model is used in Compaan [23] to transform nested loop
programs to Kahn process networks.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have introduced a Kahn process language and a family
of translations from this language to dataflow with firing and
C AL. It enables programmers to write their dataflow programs
as processes and still use the efficient implementation techniques and analysis tools that available for C AL. For software
implementations, if the number of processes exceeds the
number of processors, which is the most common case, their
corresponding actors can be merged to reduce communication
overhead using actor machine composition [7] or by merging
C AL actors [8]. For programmable hardware, Xronos have
been shown to synthesize hardware directly from the RVCCAL reference implementation of an MPEG-4 decoder [24].
On the analysis side, the profiling infrastructure of TURNUS
uses execution traces of C AL programs to explore the design
space of their implementations [9].
We have also elaborated on the translation from a Kahn
process language to its denotational semantics, introducing a
way of reasoning about process languages, building upon the
works of Kahn [1] and in turn McCarthy [12]. This way of
reasoning enabled us to introduce the concept of an action to
the semantics of Kahn processes.
To conclude the paper, we have shown a way of giving
programmers the simplicity of writing processes and at the
same time treat them as C AL actors with all of its benefits. As
future work, on the language side, we would like to investigate
ways of letting programmers affect the action grouping. We
would also like to integrate more features of C AL into the
process language and vice versa. On the translation side, we
would like to study action grouping schemes that can identify
even larger actions.
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